The WHAT and the HOW
of Research Data Management
Towards a unified view of train-the-trainer competencies
QUESTIONNAIRE

MONITORING

A short analysis of the needs realized a few
days before the start of the training allows
to customize it for the participants.

A constant scientific watch is
essential in this changing
field to keep up-to-date.

OBJECTIVES

Learning objectives should
be defined and communicated clearly in the light of
very different expectations
regarding RDM courses.

The training should gear
closely to the professional
requirements and
perspectives of the
participants.
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Conditions of Use

Once the
content
defined, it is
split in several
teaching units,
with breaks for
the
participants.
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FEEDBACK

At the end, the course is
evaluated by the
participants to allow an
optimal serialisation
process with a growing
improvement curve.

serialisation
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Mixed pedagogical
methods should
stimulate interaction (essential in
RDM) as an
audience of adults
requires it4.

The training is likely to be repeated. This
serialisation process is evolutionary and
leads to an improvement curve thanks to
the participants' feedback.

RDM covers a wide
spectrum of varied
thematics. The training
can be structured
according to the stages
2
of the Continuum model
or the DCC lifecycle3.

Manage

The duration is
scheduled primarily
according to the content

The level of the audience strongly
impacts the conception of the
training. RDM may require considerable pre-requisite knowledge in IT,
library science and of the academic
environment.

PERSPECTIVES

duration and the audience.

LEVEL

Train-the-trainers
courses and training
modules for library
staff, students and
researchers were
given in the context
of the project
1
"Train 2 Dacar" of
the HEG Genève.

